Abstract. A method is described for constructing general solutions of the steady two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations governing the motion of a viscous incompressible liquid. The solution for the stream function is expressed in implicit parametric form containing two arbitrary complex functions or four arbitrary real functions.
real flow equations. By applying consistency or integrability conditions to the integrated Riccati equations and the complex flow equation, a full parametric solution to the Navier-Stokes equations, containing two arbitrary complex functions, is obtained. The biharmonic solution for Stokes flow is determined in the limit kinematic viscosity v -► oo.
The equations of motion. The equations describing the steady motion of a viscous incompressible liquid are given by 2 -[q x curlq] = -grad5 + fV q,
P ŵ here q is the fluid velocity, p the pressure, p the density, u the kinematic viscosity, and B the Bernoulli function. Here part of the usual convection term (q • Vq) has been absorbed into the Bernoulli function. For a two-dimensional flow there is a stream function defined by
There is a concise complex variable formulation of Eqs. (1) and (2) first given in [1] and subsequently discovered by others and given by 1 2 fizz + *>zz + = °' z = x + iy, z = x-iy,
B --i/V2(/> = -4i/0z-= ~ + 2|^zVj,
where 4> is a real function of x, y playing an auxiliary role in defining the equations and has no real physical significance. The complex conjugate equation is
Elimination of <j> by differentiation yields the usual vorticity equation
The only known general solution of Eq. (4) for the stream function if/ is provided by y, = k{x2 + y2) + (j)l(x, y), V20!=O,
and k a real constant. The formal limit as v -► oo of the complex flow equations is fi-z + i^Yz = 0'
for which the solution is <l>+iy/ = zf(z) + g{z),
where f(z), g(z) are analytic in a suitable region of the fluid. This result will be recovered later as a by-product limit of nonlinear analysis.
It is observed that the complex flow equation (4) can also be expressed as a complex Schrodinger equation in the form r_ = -6-• r r = e¥/i2vi) zz 2v zz ' but the nonlinearity is not circumvented since rr = 1 .
Method of solution. It is appropriate to define
where (f> = 4>(x, y), y/ = y/{x, y) are real functions of x ,y and F = F(z, z), G = G(z, z) are complex functions of z,z. It will appear that F, G can be interpreted as complex stream functions with no immediate physical significance and are essentially used as analytic artifices in constructing the real physical stream function y/.
The equation
is of Riccati type and implies
e!F.MW (F )=/(z). (rs)
In a similar way the equation
Also from Eqs. (15) and (17) nz
which permits an integration of the form
The functions f(z), g(z), h(z) are analytic in a suitable region of the fluid. For consistency at a later stage it is expedient to choose
so that
Also Eq. (15) implies Lx -L = 0 and Eq. (21) implies
Again from Eqs. (15) and (17) q_
so that e(G+F)/P»i)(G_ _ /_) = _ J;
which implies
Lx-L2 = 0.
It will now be shown that there is a solution to the flow equations of the form
where K is essentially an arbitrary complex function of its argument and a ± i is a complex constant. Equation (24) simplifies to the equation
or the following analysis it is convenient to regard (f>, y/ as functions of F, F and write 
where S is an arbitrary function of its argument since K is arbitrary. Eliminating F from Eqs. (42) and (43) yields e(2iy+s(co))/{2ui)^i^U)_ _ (y(z))2 ^ to = 4> + ay/-2vai log f(z),
which can be written in the form 
and from Eq. (45) the equation L = 0 is satisfied providing
By writing Mx(co) = R(co)Nx(co), Nl(co) can be expressed in terms of R(co) by the formula (48) where AQ is a complex constant. Both Mx(co) and N{ (co) can now be expressed in terms of the arbitrary complex function R(co). The integrability conditions (j>zJ = tj>~2, Vzj = Vjz with (f), (// real lead to the real equations
and + Kz)e''li")N\{c»
Equations (49) 
and S(co) = pco, 0 a complex constant. An arbitrary function S(a>) is lost in the limiting process but is recovered by integration to provide 0 + iy/ = zm(z) + n(z)
or equivalently 2(f) -~zm{z) + 4z7n(z) + n(z) + n{z),
2iy/= ~zm(z) -zmiz) + n(z)-n(z),
which are clearly both biharmonic functions.
Potential flow. As a second check on the analysis it is noted that a general potential flow is obtained from Eq. 
with a'(z) + ib"(z) + ~(b'(z))2 = 0.
